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Post-Surgery Wireless Skin Patch In Development
Gentag, Inc. and the CORE Institute® announce the signing of a license agreement
to develop and commercialize a disposable wireless skin patch to allow patients to
self monitor themselves in the comfort of their homes after orthopedic surgery in
hospitals through the use of cell phones, a release issued Tuesday reports. The
technology will help reduce post-orthopedic surgical-related medical costs by
reducing the time spent in hospitals and detecting possible problems much earlier
with less pain and risk, and costing much less than existing technology.
The technology combines advanced MEMS sensors and Gentag’s disposable
wireless platform sensor that is directly compatible with cell phones integrating
standard NFC-ISO 15693 hybrid reader chip technology. Such cell phones include
the iPhone via a soon-to-be released RFID retrofit, thereby ensuring broad access by
consumers to the technology. Clinical trials are expected to begin in 2010.
“The CORE Institute®, their physicians and research team have the required
medical expertise and involvement in the orthopedics arena to bring this new
technology through the FDA approval process to benefit patients worldwide,”
announces Dr. John Peeters, the founder of Gentag. “We are pleased to sign this
agreement and look forward to supporting The CORE Institute® and its partners to
commercialize this new technology and other related technologies.”
“The CORE Institute® is pleased to secure the funding required for the final
development of this important technology platform that will decrease the cost of
care, while improving patient safety and outcomes, by giving patients the tools to
detect post orthopedic surgery complications in the comfort of their homes,”
announced David Jacofsky, MD, the Chairman and CEO of The CORE Institute®.
Gentag, Inc. and Altivera, LLC are IP and technology development companies
focusing on the development of innovative, low-cost wireless technologies to
improve health worldwide. The company owns unique intellectual property relating
to cell phone-sensor combinations and wireless sensor networks.
The Center for Orthopedic Research and Education, The CORE Institute®, delivers
comprehensive orthopedic care, one patient at a time. Their fellowship-trained
physicians provide specialized care in the areas of surgical, non-surgical and
rehabilitative hip, knee, shoulder, wrist, hand, elbow and ankle procedures, sports
medicine, arthroscopy, fracture management, orthopedic traumatology, complex
articular cartilage restoration, orthopedic oncology, foot and ankle reconstruction,
non-surgical spine care and pain management.
The CORE Institute team is dedicated to providing technologically-advanced surgical
techniques and rehabilitation in six locations in Arizona. With state-of-the art
research labs, their clinical and research teams are dedicated to pioneering
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research that expands orthopedic knowledge, products and services.
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